
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 20003D TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION USING SCATTERED DATASETSDUMITRU RADOIU AND ADRIAN ROMANAbstrat. The paper presents a sienti� visualization tehnique using sat-tered data. The visualization system is based both on modules written bythe authors, implementing ontrolled Shepard interpolation algorithm andready-to-use VTK lasses.
1. IntrodutionThe proposed visualization system is based both on modules written by theauthors (implementing sub-sampling, re-sampling and ontrolled Shepard inter-polation algorithm), sustaining the modeling level, and VTK lasses [4℄, for thelogial visualization and physial visualization level.The appliation goal is to transform the 2D data, representing the altitude mea-sured in some known points, non-uniform distributed, into interative 3D maps.The struture of the output data/�les should allow the Internet distribution. Themain issues are the speed and auray of the used algorithms [7℄.A �le that ontains the non-uniform distributed data, namely, represents thedata set: the position of the nodes on a horizontal plane and the orrespond-ing altitudes. The ontrolled re-sampling of the input data solves the modelingproblem; in order to obtain a uniform distributed data set. The re- samplingpropagates the loal properties (the altitude value) towards the unknown-valuedpoints. The propagation is implemented using the modi�ed loal Shepard inter-polation. A number of onstraints are neessary [5, 2, 3℄. The whole proess isdesribed below.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 65D18.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I.3.6 [Computing Methodologies℄: ComputerGraphis { Methodology and Tehniques. 3



4 DUMITRU RADOIU AND ADRIAN ROMANThe uniform distributed data set is visualized using the warping of a plan,taking into aount the orresponding altitude of eah point [1, 6℄. Arti�iallyassoiated olors allow a better pereption of the visualized objet.2. Re-sampling of the data setThe data set analysis shows that the input data set is non-uniform, meaningthat the data is represented by unonneted nodes and their assoiated altitudes.In order to obtain a uniform distribution, as requested by the logial visualizationlevel, a re-sampling of the data set is performed.We denote by N the number of non-uniform distributed points on a plane, in aonsidered domain B.(1) (xi; yi); i = 1; : : : ; N(2) (xi; yi) 2 B � R2The orresponding altitudes are given by funtion f : B ! R, whih assoiatesto eah point (xi; yi) a real value f(xi; yi) denoted by fi.The visualization platform used, personal omputers, and the dimension ofthe data set, 25500 nodes, imposed the use of a modi�ed version of the loalShepard interpolation. The introdued onstraints had as result an importantspeed improvement.We denote by � the interpolation funtion � : B ! R. The Shepard interpola-tion funtion is expressed as sum of weights:(3) �(x; y) = NXj=1wj(x; y)fjThe interpolation funtion has to ful�ll the ondition:(4) �(xi; yi) = fi; i = 1; : : : ; N:Then weight funtion is supposed to:



3D TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION USING SCATTERED DATA SETS 5(5) NXj=1wj(x; y) = 1:(6) wj(x; y) =8><>: � 0 for all (x; y) 2 B= 1 for (x; y) = (xj ; yj)= 0 for (x; y) = (xk ; yk); k 6= i; (xk; yk) 62 BThe weights of the loal Shepard interpolation are de�ned below:(7) 8>>><>>>: wj(x; y) = 1	�jPNi=1 1	�i ; 0 < � <1; with	j(x; y) = ( Rrj � 1 for 0 < rj < R;0 for rj � Rwhere rj is the distane between the points (x; y) and (xj ; yj):(8) rj(x; y) =q(x� xj)2 + �y � yj)2; j = 1; : : : ; NR represents the radius of irle, entered in the point (x; y), that determinesthose interpolation points (xi; yi) that are going to inuene the interpolationfuntion. We onsider � = 2.The N nodes an be seen as belonging to a retangle de�ned by the oordinates(xmin; ymin) and (xmax; ymax), where:(9) xmin = minfxj jj = 1; : : : ; Ngxmax = maxfxj jj = 1; : : : ; Ngymin = minfyj jj = 1; : : : ; Ngymax = maxfyj jj = 1; : : : ; NgThe retangle area that ontains all the interpolation points is:(10) A = (xmax � xmin)(ymax � ymin):The minimum value of R an be easily approximated. We assoiate to eahnode (xj ; yj) a region that has the area equal to A/N. If the N initial nodes wouldbe uniform distributed then eah region should ontain only one node (Figure 4).R minimum is, in fat, the diagonal of the retangle of area A=N .The idea is to propagate the loal properties, introdued by the initial N nodes,to all points. We start from the point:
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Figure 1. The data set representing Dealul Melilor (Bra�sov)(isoline representation)(11) xCM = PNi=1 xi � f(xi; yiPNi=1 xi(12) yCM = PNi=1 yi � f(xi; yiPNi=1 yiThe starting point an be hosen, as well, by other tehniques: lustering, visualinspetion, et.Algorithm Controlled Loal Shepard InterpolationInputData: A set of N nodes on a plane, the number of olumns and rowsused for re- sampling, the oordinates of the starting point (optional)Outputata: A uniform data set
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Figure 2. The data set representing Dealul Melilor (Brasov)(visualized by the splatting tehnique and the iso- surfaes gener-ation)
(1) For the N node we �nd xmin, ymin, xmax and ymax.(2) We ompute R minimum.(3) We generate the uniform data set.(4) We searh for the starting point for interpolation.(5) We use the above desribed interpolation funtion to ompute the at-tribute value.(6) We insert the omputed value in the set of the interpolation points.(7) We repeat the steps 5 and 6 overing the nodes in a spiral motion forthe whole grid.
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Figure 3. Visualization of the uniform distributed data set, rep-resenting Dealul Melilor (Brasov) (warping tehnique); the warp-ing fator is exaggerated for better pereption

Figure 4. The retangle with all the interpolation points3. WarpingThe 3D reonstrution of the terrain is performed by warping taking into a-ount the orresponding altitude of eah point. The warping is done by the move-ment of the points of a 2D surfae following the normal diretion to the surfae.The warping is ontrolled by a saling fator (Figure 3).



3D TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION USING SCATTERED DATA SETS 94. Artifiially assoiated olorsThe pereption of the terrain harateristis ould be improved by olors arti�-ially assoiated to eah point, the olor mapping taking into aount the altitude.Generally, if there is no attribute to be diretly mapped into a olor table,the neessary attributes have to be generated. A �lter produing salar valuesorresponding to a ertain altitude does the salar generation.5. ConlusionsThe 3D visualization of the terrain remains a hot issue. The ontrolled loalShepard interpolation algorithm has to be further tested against standard datasets.Our tests inluded:� known uniform funtions were sampled and the values were visualized;� data sets were then sub-sampled uniformly or non-uniformly;� resulted data set was used as input data for the modeling module imple-menting our modi�ed Shepard algorithm;� the starting point was automatially hosen or it was hosen as result ofa visual inspetion of the non-uniform distributed data set (Figure 2);� the two visual objets, obtained from the initial data set and the inter-polated data set, respetively, were visually inspeted.The 3D visualization of the terrain an be performed automatially if the properinterfae is implemented. Referenes[1℄ Brodie K., Butt S., Mashwama P., Visualization of Surfae Data to Preserve Positivity andOther Simple Constraints, Computer and Graphis, Vol. 17, No 2, 1985, p. 55{64[2℄ Brodlie K., Mashwama P., \Controlled Interpolation for Sienti� Visualization" in \Sienti�Visualization", Overview, Methodologies, Tehniques, IEEE Computer Soiety, 1997, p. 253{276.[3℄ Nielsen G. M., \Sattered Data Modelling", IEEE Computer Graphis and Appliations, Vol.13, No. 1, 1993, p. 60{70[4℄ Radoiu D., \VTK in Desktop Sienti� Visualization", in Advaned Eduational Tehnolo-gies, Editura Universitatii Petru Maior, 1999, p. 21{30[5℄ Radoiu D., \Interpolare Shepard loala u restritii", Comuniare, Sesiunea de omuniari aadrelor didatie, Universitatea Petru Maior, 1999
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